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We present experimental and theoretical results for the phase behavior of mixtures of oppositely charged
globular protein molecules in aqueous solutions containing monovalent salt. These colloidal mixtures are
interesting model systems, on the one hand for electrolyte solutions �“colloidal ionic liquids”�, and on the other
for mixtures of oppositely charged �bio�macromolecules, colloids, micelles, etc., with the range of the electro-
static interactions �Debye length� easily tunable from much smaller to much larger than the particle size,
simply by adding different amounts of monovalent salt. In this paper we investigate the phase behavior of such
mixtures in the case that equally sized colloids have a large difference in charge magnitude. This is possible at
any mixing ratio because small ions compensate any colloidal charge asymmetry. Our experimental system is
based on lysozyme, a positively charged “hard” globular protein molecule, and succinylated lysozyme, a
chemical modification of lysozyme which is negatively charged. By changing the solution pH we can adjust
the ratio of charge between the two molecules. To describe phase separation into a dilute phase and a dense
“complex” phase, a thermodynamic model is set up in which we combine the Carnahan–Starling–van der
Waals equation of state with a heterogeneous Poisson-Boltzmann cell model and include the possibility that
protein molecules adjust their charge when they move from one phase to the other �charge regulation�. The
theory uses the nonelectrostatic attraction strength as the only adjustable parameter and reasonably well
reproduces the data in that complexation is only possible at intermediate pH, not too asymmetric mixing ratios,
and low enough ionic strength and temperature.
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INTRODUCTION

Complexation of oppositely charged macroions, such as
micelles, polyelectrolytes, and/or colloids is observed in a
large range of biological systems, and is exploited in many
technologies such as microencapsulation by complex coacer-
vates, soluble DNA-polycation complexes for nonviral gene
transfer, and thin film fabrication by layer-by-layer deposi-
tion of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes.

Because of the combination of a repulsion between like-
charged particles and an attraction between oppositely
charged particles, these systems show very interesting phase
behavior �“associative phase separation”� where both soluble
as well as macroscopic “complex” phases can be observed
when the attractive electrostatic forces are strong enough.
Compared to systems involving charged polymer chains,
relatively little attention has been paid to systems involving
oppositely charged spherical particles, such as proteins and
colloids. Nevertheless, such systems are interesting both as
model systems, and because of possible technological and
scientific implications �1–3�. For example, Leunissen et al.
�4� recently showed how to exploit electrostatic complex-
ation to assemble various novel colloidal cocrystals with par-
ticles differing in both charge and size. Furthermore, the cy-
tosol of living cells may be viewed as a mixture of proteins
of different charge �sign�. Recently it was suggested that, at
least for prokaryotes, the cytoplasm is quite close to the
phase boundary for macroscopic phase separation �5�. Com-
plexation of the minority of basic proteins with acidic globu-
lar proteins may contribute significantly to the stability or
instability of the cytoplasm.

To study phase behavior in such mixtures, simple experi-
mental model systems are required. Ideally these are based
on spherical particles, homogeneously charged, and with the
range and strength of the interaction forces easily tunable.
For equilibrium structures to be formed, the range of the
attraction should be of the order of the particle radius or
larger. To that end, Leunissen et al. �4� and Bartlett and
Campbell �6� who use polymethyl methacrylate PMMA par-
ticles of a radius of �1 �m, work in highly deionized sol-
vents of a Debye length �−1 of �0.2 to 1.6 �m. Raşa et al.
�7� use particles that are of the order of 102 smaller �size
�15 nm�, and by working in ethanol realize a Debye length
�−1 of 10–20 nm. Our approach �8� is to go to even smaller
“colloidal ions” by using globular �approximately spherical�
protein molecules, of a radius of �2 nm. To obtain Debye
lengths in the relevant range we can simply work in aqueous
solution, and can realize values for 0.2��R�2 by adding
monovalent salt at reasonable values for the ionic strength
�1–100 mM�. By changing pH we can quite easily tune the
charge on the colloids, which will be the topic of this report.

In a previous report �8� we introduced our model system
which is based on lysozyme, a “hard” globular protein mol-
ecule, positively charged for pH below its isoelectric point
�pI�11�, and succinylated lysozyme, a chemical modifica-
tion of lysozyme which is negatively charged above pH
�4.5. Because the negative molecule is synthesized from the
positive one �by chemically modifying some of the amino
acid residues�, we believe that to a good approximation the
molecules are the same, except for their charge. In Ref. �8�
we studied the macroscopic phase behavior of this system at
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a pH where the two molecules are about equally charged �in
magnitude�. In the present paper we will investigate the be-
havior of this model system at asymmetric charge ratios by
bringing the pH toward the isoelectric point of one of the
protein molecules.

To describe the experimental observations �either incipi-
ent conditions for phase separation, or amount of complexed
material�, we use a thermodynamic theory developed in Ref.
�8� for mixtures of charged spherical colloids that interact
across an aqueous solution containing co- and counterions.
Other theoretical approaches are described in Ref. �8� while
molecular dynamics simulations of mixtures of oppositely
charged spheres were made by Liu and Luijten �9� and
Caballero et al. �10� In the model of Ref. �8� the charge on
the colloids was calculated under the condition of infinite
dilution, and assumed constant, independent of the presence
of nearby colloids. At pH 7–8 this is a very good approxi-
mation for the two types of lysozyme molecules, as their
charge is �in that pH range� quite independent of local proton
concentration and therefore also independent of the proxim-
ity to other molecules. However, this is not generally true,
certainly not near the isoelectric point where the charge of a
protein molecule depends strongly on the local proton con-
centration. In the present paper we include the possibility
that nearby colloids influence the proton concentration near a
protein molecule and thus its charge �“charge regulation”�. In
the thermodynamic functions we must additionally include a
chemical term �a contribution that contains the proton ad-
sorption energy, and the entropy of the two states of the
amino acid, charged and uncharged�. We will compare theo-
retical results based on the assumption that the protein mol-
ecules have the same charge in both phases �constant-charge
�CC� model�, with the situation that they adjust their charge
according to local conditions �i.e., proton concentration; the
charge-regulation �CR� model�.

In this paper we use for the protein molecules alterna-
tively the terms “particle” and “colloid.” The dense phase is
also called the “complex” phase; the term “supernatant” is
sometimes used for the dilute phase. In the following sec-
tions we describe the thermodynamic theory, the experimen-
tal program and results, and the comparison of theory with
the data.

THEORY

A theoretical model is described for phase separation in
mixtures of oppositely charged protein nanoparticles in aque-
ous solution. The model is an extension of that described in
Ref. �8�, by including the ionizable character of the protein
molecules in more detail, namely, by considering that the
protein charge not only is a function of ionic strength and
pH, but also of the density and composition of the respective
phase �dilute phase or complex phase�, i.e., the proximity to
other protein molecules �CR model�, because the proton con-
centration near the protein molecule is modified, and via the
proton adsorption reactions the charge is affected. The fixed-
charge �or CC� model calculates the protein charge based on
a dilute protein solution, that is, when the diffuse layer
around the molecule extends undisturbed to infinity, and the

protein charge is influenced only by pH and ionic strength.
Typically, within the complex phase the electrostatic po-

tential at the surface of the protein molecule is closer to zero
than in the solution phase; thus, in the CR model both mol-
ecules have a higher charge �in magnitude�. Therefore, com-
pared to a fixed-charge approach, allowing for charge regu-
lation leads to an increased range in which complexation is
thermodynamically possible. Around pH 7.5 �as in Ref. �8��
both molecules have a charge that is rather independent of
pH, and assuming a fixed protein charge is a good approxi-
mation. However, at pH closer to the isoelectric point a pro-
tein molecule becomes more titratable �charge more depen-
dent on local proton concentration�, and charge regulation
may become important.

Heterogeneous cell model

To describe the electrostatic interactions, we use the het-
erogeneous Poisson-Boltzmann �PB� cell model of Ref. �11�,
where it was applied to charge-regulating coil-like polyelec-
trolytes using a cylindrical geometry without linearizing the
PB equation. In Ref. �8� the model was applied to oppositely
charged spheres of a fixed charge in the Debye-Hückel �DH�
limit. Here, we use the DH limit as well, while we will
analyze both the CC and CR models.

In the heterogeneous cell model we consider an envelope
of solvent plus small ions around each charged colloid; the
envelope plus colloid together constitute one spherical cell.
For a bidisperse mixture we consider two types of cells. The
PB equation is solved in a spherical geometry within the
solvent envelope between colloid and cell edge. The bound-
ary conditions are Gauss’ law at the surface of the colloid, a
common value for the electrostatic potential y at the edge of
all cells, and finally overall electroneutrality of all cells �of
the two types� combined, which translates into a relation
between the two �different� field strengths at the edge of the
�two� different types of cells �and the number concentration
of each type of cell�. The heterogeneous cell model simpli-
fies to the traditional one-component cell model if only one
type of colloid is present, and, for very dilute conditions,
results in the classical expression for the potential around a
single charged spherical colloid. Compared to a one-
component cell model, the field strength at the edge of the
cell, however, is no longer set to zero a priori, but is self-
consistently obtained from the requirement of overall elec-
troneutrality. Because the magnitude of the electrostatic po-
tential is a measure of the electrostatic repulsion between the
colloids, and �the square of� the field strength is a measure of
the electrostatic attraction, the protein molecules can electro-
statically both attract and repel. This is different from one-
component cell models where we always have electrostatic
repulsion between the colloids. The cell model has the ad-
vantage that it is not necessary to describe the positions of
the different colloids relative to one another, which is re-
quired when the model is based on binary, or two-body, in-
teraction potentials �such as the Yukawa potential�. In the
cell model interactions of a given colloid with all other col-
loids are included via the boundary condition at the edge of
the cell.
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Because the protein molecules are of equal radius a, it is
quite natural to assume in the cell model that the two types
of cells have the same outer radius b after which the volume
density of all colloids combined, �, is given by

� =
a3

b3 . �1�

We use the Debye-Hückel approximation of linearizing
the PB equation to be solved in the spherical, annular, space
between the protein molecule surface �at r=a� and the edge
of the cell �r=b�, which results for the electrostatic potential
yp,i at the surface of the colloid, where r=a, in cell i, in

yp,i =
��B

th + �a� th

�a
Zi + �1 − th

2�
Q1

�
�

i=1,2
Zi�i� �2�

where

Q1 = 	1 −
a

b
− � 1

�b
− �a�th
−1

, th = tanh��b − �a� .

�3�

Here � is the inverse of the Debye length, given by �2

=8��Bn�, when all ions are monovalent. The ionic strength
n� �=c�Nav with c� in mM� is defined in a virtual colloid-free
phase containing only the small ions, in equilibrium with the
�two� phase�s� containing the colloids �thus, we fix the ion
chemical potential as ln n��. Nav is Avogadro’s number, and
�B the Bjerrum length �in water �B=0.72 nm�.

The protein charge Zi is obtained according to the Tanford
titration model, which considers a spherical particle with a
smeared-out surface charge �8,12–15�. The total protein
charge Zi is given by a summation over the six types of
ionizable amino acid groups of number qi, charge sign zi, and
ionization degree �i,

Z = �
i

qizi�i. �4�

The ionization degree �i of each amino acid residue relates
to the electrostatic surface potential yp according to

�i =
1

1 + 10zi�pH−pKi�eziyp
�5�

where pH is the background pH �a measure of the chemical
potential of protons in the system� and pK the intrinsic pK
value, a thermodynamic number directly related to the �non-
electrostatic� adsorption energy of a proton to a certain
amino acid group. Now, whereas in the CC model we calcu-
late the charge on the basis of assuming an infinitely dilute
solution, in the CR model we self-consistently relate yp to Z
using the heterogeneous cell model. Typically, this implies
that because the potentials yp are closer to zero in the dense
phase than in solution, the charge of both the negative and
the positive colloids is higher in magnitude. By using Eqs.
�4� and �5� we include the influence of �the charge of� all the
amino acids on the ionization degree of each titratable group
via the smeared-out surface potential yp. Via yp also the de-
pendence of ionic strength on �i is included. However, local
variations in potential over the protein surface, and a pertur-

bation in pK due to a �nonelectrostatic� influence of nearby
amino acid residues is not considered in the model �16�.

Electrostatic contribution to the thermodynamic
functions

Solving the cell model analytically results in an expres-
sion for the electrostatic contribution to the osmotic pressure
of the protein mixture, 	, given by �8�

	el =
�2b�B

6v

1 − th
2

�th + �a�2	Q1Q2

� � �
i=1,2

�iZi�2
− �

i=1,2
�iZi

2

�6�

with

Q2 = 2th�th + �a� + 1 − th
2 + Q1�th + �a�


	 a

�b2 +
1

�2b2 th − � 1

�b
− �a��1 − th

2�
 , �7�

irrespective of whether the colloids are charge regulating or
not. The electric contribution to the potential, �el, remains
unmodified as well �8�:

�i,el = 1
2Ziyi + 1

2 �Zi − Zj�
Q1��B� j

�2

1 − th
2

th + �a
�

i=1,2
�iZi + 	el

v
�

�8�

but for the charge-regulation model we must add to � a
chemical contribution because of the varying ionization de-
grees, given by �13,14,17,18�

�i,chem = − Ziyi + �
j

qj ln�1 − � j� �9�

with the summation running over the six types of ionizable
amino acid residues.

Nonelectrostatic contribution to the thermodynamic functions

The nonelectrostatic contributions are described using the
Carnahan–Starling–van der Waals equation of state which
gives as contribution to the osmotic pressure

	nonelv = �
1 + � + �2 − �3

�1 − ��3 − ��2, �10�

and to the chemical potential

�i,nonel = ln �i +
��8 − 9� + 3�2�

�1 − ��3 − 2�� . �11�

In the above equations, � is the overall volume fraction of
protein molecules and �i is the volume fraction of each in-
dividual component. A nonelectrostatic, temperature-
dependent, attraction between the colloids is included via the
parameter �. Note that the attraction term and the volume
exclusion term contain only the total protein concentration
�: we do not distinguish between the two types of molecules
at this level. To describe phase separation in �one-
component� protein solutions, the use of Eqs. �10� and �11�
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was already proposed by Taratuta et al. �19� and Petsev et al.
�20� We extend that approach to multicomponent protein so-
lutions, and explicitly describe the electrostatic interactions
�not, e.g., via a modification of the � parameters�.

At equilibrium, the osmotic pressure 	 �combining elec-
trostatic and nonelectrostatic contributions� is equal in both
phases, as well as the potential � for the two components.
Finally, overall mass balances for the two protein molecules
are required, such as Eq. �25� in Ref. �8�.

Fixed number of small ions

In most of the calculations we will assume a fixed back-
ground ionic strength c�, given by the amount of added salt.
However, it turns out that in the experiments shown in Fig. 4
below this assumption fails below �2 mM salt. Instead, we
must consider that the number of ions in the system is fixed.
As all experiments at low ionic strength were done at low pH
values it was HCl that was used to adjust pH; therefore it is
the number of cations �Na� that is fixed �i.e., not influenced
by adjusting pH� and will be considered in the ion balances.

In the low-potential, Debye-Hückel, approach, the protein
charge Z �let us assume it to be positive� is 50% compen-
sated by a cation deficiency, and 50% by an excess of anions
near the colloid �and vice versa for a negatively charged
colloid�. Thus, the total cation balance reads

nC,added = n� −
1

2v�
j

� j�
i

�i,jZi,j . �12�

where n is the cation concentration, n� the ionic strength
used in the definition of the Debye length �−1, and � the
relative volume of phase j �0���1�. In one calculation we
will assume that q* cations are codissolved with each protein
molecule; in that case we must add to the left-hand side of
Eq. �12� the term +�0q* /v, where �0 is the total protein
volume fraction.

Summary of input parameters required in the theory

To summarize, the theoretical model requires the follow-
ing input parameters. First, for each protein type we need the
number of each of the six types of ionizable groups, qi, and
the intrinsic pK value of each of them. Next, we need to
assume a certain volume per molecule, v, and a certain value
for the attraction parameter � �which depends on tempera-
ture�. Then we can make a calculation as a function of the
overall volume fraction of each protein in the system ��i,0,
which gives us the overall mixing ratio �0�, pH, and Debye
length �−1, the latter either directly based on the added salt
concentration csalt �n��, or indirectly via Eq. �12�. The theory
then predicts whether or not phase separation occurs, and if
so, predicts the composition and density of each of the two
phases. All parameters in the theory can be obtained from
other sources: qi follows directly from the amino acid com-
position of each protein, while pK values �21� and the pro-
tein volume �22� are obtained from the literature. We use the
attraction parameter � as a freely adjustable parameter

though the range of values we use is comparable to those
found for pure-lysozyme systems, as discussed in Ref. �8�.

EXPERIMENT

Proteins

Succinylated lysozyme �SL� with molecular weight
�MWSL� 15.2 kDa is synthesized from hen egg white
lysozyme �L; MWL=14.3 kDa� by a procedure described in
Ref. �23�. Subsequently it is dialyzed three times against a
large excess of distilled water. For both molecules we use in
the calculations a volume of v=37 nm3, as in Ref. �8�. The
overall mixing ratio �0 is the overall number concentration
of L divided by the total protein number concentration, and,
because the volume per molecule is assumed the same for L
and SL, it is also equal to the volume fraction of L over the
total volume fraction of L+SL �note that � is the ionization
degree; see Eq. �5��. We use the same titration model for L
and SL as in Refs. �8� and �15� but note that in Ref. �8� the
charge was calculated for a molecule in an infinitely dilute
solution, using th=1 in Eq. �2�, which in the present work
will be done for calculations with the CC model only. In the
CR model the charge per molecule is different in the dilute
and complex phases.

Equations �4� and �5� require the intrinsic pK value of
each of the amino acids, pKi, and the number of each of
these amino acids per protein molecule, qi. For the anionic
amino acids we use pKD= pKE=4.4 and pKY =10; for the
cationic amino acids pKR=12, pKH=6.5 and pKK=10 �21�.
For lysozyme we have qD=7, qE=2, qY =3, qR=11, qH=1,
qK=6; for SL qD=16, qE=2, qY =0, qR=11, qH=1, and qK
=0. These values result in theoretical isoelectric points of
pIL=10.7 and pISL=4.7, respectively. For illustration pur-
poses, we show in Fig. 1 the measured and calculated protein
charge as a function of pH, for an ionic strength c�

=50 mM, taken from Refs. �15� and �23�.

Phase separation

The protein molecules are dissolved in separate �one-
component� stock solutions of a certain ionic strength

FIG. 1. Protein charge as function of pH for �succinylated�
lysozyme �c�=50 mM� �15,23�.
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�NaCl�, after which the solutions are mixed in certain pro-
portions in a 25 ml stirred glass tube. We assume that the
dialyzed and freeze-dried polymer is free of water and con-
taminants and will use the molar masses of the protein as
given above to calculate the protein concentration and vol-
ume fraction �using v=37 nm3 per molecule�. After each pH
adjustment �with either HCl or NaOH� we wait for several
minutes before taking a measurement. The following three
methods were used to study phase separation in the mixed
protein solutions:

METHOD I. Spectrophotometrically, the absorbance is mea-
sured at 400 nm �turbidity� as function of pH. To obtain the
critical condition for the onset of phase separation a range of
measurements is made at different pH values and the critical
value pHcrit obtained from the construction illustrated in Fig.
2. This procedure is used for the data in Figs. 3 and 4 below.

METHOD II. Mixtures are transferred into capped plastic
Eppendorf tubes of 1.5 ml, centrifuged for 30 min at
10 000 rotations/min, and left to equilibrate for 1 h, after
which the protein concentration in the supernatant phase was
determined spectrophotometrically �281.5 nm� using a cali-
bration curve.

METHOD III. Mixtures are prepared, transferred into
capped glass tubes ��3 ml�, and placed in a stirred water
bath. The temperature of the bath is increased slowly,
�0.2 °C/min, and we determine by eye at which tempera-
ture the sample becomes completely transparent, thus obtain-
ing the clarification temperature Tclarify �8,19,24�. Results of
this method are plotted in Fig. 6 below.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Method I: Turbidity experiments

In a first set of experiments we analyze phase behavior as
a function of pH and composition, at a given protein concen-

tration ��0=0.1 vol % � and ionic strength �5 and 15 mM�;
see Fig. 3. A closed phase diagram is expected in the
�0-pH plane because we can always move out of the two-
phase “2�” region by increasing or decreasing pH or mixing
ratio sufficiently. This is the case because at very low or very
high pH all molecules have the same charge sign; and at
increasingly asymmetric mixing ratios the system ap-
proaches a one-component system, which is for our condi-
tions always stable �single-protein systems will phase sepa-
rate when temperatures are very low and/or ionic strength or
protein concentration is very high �19,30��. Indeed, a closed
2� region is experimentally observed; see Fig. 3.

In addition, we expected the closed region to be tilted
upward, with the pH window for phase separation shifted
downward at a low mixing ratio �0, and upward at high �0,
because, for instance, with decreasing pH the lysozyme mol-
ecules increase their charge and the SL molecules decrease
their charge �in magnitude�, and for charge neutrality in the
complex we would then need more SL than L molecules,
which suggests that the optimum mixing ratio shifts to lower
amounts of L; thus the range of values of the mixing ratio �0
for which phase separation occurs would decrease. However,
though there certainly is an upward tilt in the experimental
data, it is not very pronounced and for both low and high pH,
we find a wide �0 window around �0=0.5 where the pH for
the onset of phase separation is rather independent of �0. The
theoretical curves �based on the CR model� show an even
slighter tilt.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Typical example of method I to determine
phase boundary from absorbance measurements ��0=0.5, �0

=0.2 vol %, no added salt, room temperature�.
FIG. 3. �Color online� pH-composition phase diagram for

lysozyme–succinylated lysozyme at 0.1 vol % total protein concen-
tration at two values of the ionic strength �points denote onset of
phase separation according to method I; see Fig. 2�. Lines are based
on the CR model �solid, �=14; dashed, �=13 and 5 mM�. The
almost vertical line gives for 5 mM salt and �=14 for each pH the
mixing ratio �0 at which the number of complexed molecules is at
a maximum. 1� denotes the one-phase, non-phase-separated, re-
gion; phase separation is observed in the 2� region.
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Now, because here, both theoretically and experimentally,
only the onset of phase separation is reported, it might be
interesting to investigate the conditions for maximum phase
separation, and see if an upward tilt is perhaps observed in
that parameter: if we increase pH, will the mixing ratio �0 at
which the complexed amount is at a maximum, pHmaxcompl,
steadily shift upward? The approximately vertical curve of
�0,maxcompl-pH in Fig. 3 gives the result, and shows that al-
though �0,maxcompl shifts upward with increasing pH, the ef-
fect is not very strong. Clearly, the intuitive idea that with

increasing pH the optimum condition for complexation shifts
to higher relative concentrations of L, �0, is only slightly
borne out by the experiments and theory.

The solid lines in Fig. 3 are based on the CR model and
�=14 for a best fit to the data ��=14 is also the derived
value in Fig. 6�b� for the CR model at room temperature,
T�22 °C�. We also plot our prediction for �=13 �dashed
curve� as this is the best-fit value in the experiments shown
later in Fig. 4. Though this value gives a reasonable predic-
tion at 5 mM, at 15 mM absence of phase separation is pre-
dicted, in disagreement with the experimental observation.
Calculations in Fig. 3 are all based on the CR model; the CC
model predicts a somewhat less extended phase boundary in
the vertical pH direction �not shown�, and therefore de-
scribes the data somewhat less accurately.

In a next set of experiments the aim was to find a phase-
separated system at a pH value as far away as possible from
the optimum range around pH 7.5. We chose to lower pH
toward the isoelectric point of succinylated lysozyme be-
cause this requires less addition of HCl than the required
amount of NaOH addition in the case of going to the pI of
lysozyme, �11.5. Experiments were done at a symmetric
mixing ratio �0=0.5, because the analysis in Fig. 3 suggests
that lowering �0 does not expand the region of phase sepa-
ration to lower pH very significantly. Second, we also de-
cided to lower the ionic strength because a low ionic strength
favors phase separation. Experimental results are shown in
Fig. 4 together with three sets of calculations. In Fig. 4�a� we
include charge regulation, optimize the � value to �=13, and
use three different ways to include the cations, namely, as
follows. For each protein concentration �0, the lowest curve
is based on a calculation in which it is assumed that the ionic
strength n� is given by the added amount of salt. Though the
data are rather well described down to �2 mM salt, we find
a clear deviation at lower ionic strengths. The theory predicts
that upon lowering the ionic strength we will for all pH
values ultimately end up in a phase-separated regime. The
data, however, suggest that even without adding salt still a
distinct critical pH value is found below which the system is
a single phase �no complex phase formed�. Therefore we
include in the calculation the fact that the number of cations
is finite, by using Eq. �12�, which results in the middle
curves in Fig. 4�a�. This adjustment already gives a signifi-
cantly improved result, with at 0 mM added salt finite values
for pHcrit predicted, in line with the data. However, the pre-
dicted values for pHcrit are still too low. A final modification
to the theory is to include the possibility that with each pro-
tein molecule q*=2 cations are codissolved. Interestingly,
this modification brings the theoretical prediction rather
close to the experimental data �see each of the upper curves
in Fig. 4�a�� which suggests that, despite dialysis, a small
number of ions is retained in the protein sample. This is not
unlikely as also during dialysis the protein molecules tend to
remain charged, which requires counterions to remain
nearby. Only ion exchange, or dialysis against an extremely
ion-free dialyzing fluid, will result in an essentially ion-free
protein sample.

Of the data in Fig. 4, one data point is at a pH value
around the isoelectric point of succinylated lysozyme
�namely, at the highest protein concentration of 1 vol %, at

FIG. 4. �Color online� pH–added salt concentration phase dia-
gram for lysozyme–succinylated lysozyme at 0.1 vol % total pro-
tein concentration at a symmetric mixing ratio, �0=0.5 �method I�.
Above each theoretical curve, or set of data points, the system is
phase separated �a� CR model and �b� CC model. In �a� each set of
three theoretical curves is based from bottom to top on fixed back-
ground ionic strength, fixed number of cations, and the same with
an additional q*=2 cations per protein molecule.
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0.2 mM salt�, which was the lowest pHcrit we could obtain.
At higher protein concentrations we did not obtain a suitable
turbidity data set such as shown in Fig. 2, but instead upon
lowering pH to values below pH 4.5 we found that the tur-
bidity increased rapidly again. After that, the sample re-
mained turbid at all pH values �not reversible�. It seems that
at these low pH values and high protein concentrations there
is a nonreversible attraction, not accounted for in the current
theoretical approach, perhaps related to some protein unfold-
ing. Therefore we will leave these conditions out of the
present analysis.

A second use of the data set of Fig. 4 is to compare the
predictive power of the CR model, Fig. 4�a�, with that of the
CC model, Fig. 4�b�. To that end, we fitted in panel Fig. 4�b�
the CC model to the data, making use of the same assump-
tions with respect to the small ions as in the best fit for panel
a �namely, taking account of the finite number of cations,
and with q*=2�, and separately fit the attraction strength �
��CC=14.5�. We find that the CR model gives a somewhat
better prediction of the phase boundary than the CC model,
the most notable difference being that the theoretical curves
in Fig. 4�b� �CC model� are almost horizontal, in contrast to
both the experiments and to the theoretical curves in Fig.
4�a� �CR model� where the model predicts a positive slope
which rather closely matches the experiment. This compari-
son of CC and CR models suggests that indeed the molecules
do adjust their charge to the local proton concentration when
moving from the complex phase to the supernatant and vice
versa.

Method II: Centrifugation experiments

In a next set of experiments, again at room temperature,
we do not measure the phase boundary �onset of phase sepa-
ration� but instead the total amount of molecules in the com-
plex phase, or alternatively, see Fig. 5, the percentage of
molecules remaining in solution after centrifuging off the
complex phase, �s /�0 �where �s is the supernatant concen-
tration, and �0 the overall concentration�. To convert the data
�for absorbance at 281.5 nm� to �s /�0, we rescale each data
set such that at low pH �s /�0 equals 100%. Figure 5 pre-
sents data and theory for �s /�0 as a function of pH and ionic
strength. Data and theory both show that at extreme enough
pH we have a stable system �single phase, 100% in solution�
whereas a dip in �s /�0 develops at intermediate pH. The dip
expands to a wider pH range and increases in depth with
decreasing ionic strength, in both theory and the experi-
ments. With a fitted value of �=13 the theory describes the
three datasets best, and also predicts the minimum value of
the supernatant concentration for each ionic strength reason-
ably well. However, there are significant deviations too: the
change of �s /�0 with ionic strength is overestimated, and
the extent of complexation at higher pH �beyond pH�8.5� is
significantly overestimated. This latter effect might well be
due to the fact that the titration model, which is rather accu-
rate for 4� pH�6 for both molecules �see Fig. 1�, starts to
deviate from the data at pH8. A better titration model �16�
might improve the quality of the model in this pH range.
Using a slightly lower � �namely, �=12.5� significantly im-

proves the fit for 2.5 and 5 mM salt for pH�8 �dashed lines
in Fig. 5� but would, over the entire range of pH and ionic
strength, not be an overall improvement.

Method III: Temperature influence

Finally, we determined the clarification temperature of a
phase-separated, turbid sample by increasing the temperature
slowly, similar to the approach in Refs. �8,19,24�, for a va-
riety of values of pH and total protein concentration �mixing
ratio �0=0.5; ionic strength=5 mM�. Subsequently, we used
the same procedure as in Ref. �8�, namely, to plot theoretical
� values for the onset of phase separation at each experimen-
tal condition �pH, ionic strength, etc.� against the experimen-
tal temperature. If the theory is valid, a single ��T� curve
should describe the data; if not, the various points will be
scattered across space. We performed this procedure to see,
first of all, if the theory is able to describe the experiment
also for asymmetric charge ratios, and second, if we can
distinguish between the CC model and the CR model in their
predictive power. Results are presented in Fig. 6. We see that
with both models a well-defined ��T� correlation is found,
with about the same extent of scatter around the best-fit
curve. In both cases, the scatter in the data is much larger
below 15 °C than at higher temperatures. Indeed, at low
temperature it was more difficult to ascertain experimentally
whether or not the sample had become completely transpar-
ent; at higher temperatures the transition from turbid to trans-
parent was more distinct �i.e., occurred over a smaller tem-
perature interval�.

The predictive power of both models can best be com-
pared for the three data sets at pH 5.4, 5.6, and 6.0 �at pH
5.0, 5.2, and 5.8 the models cannot be distinguished in their
predictive power�. Making this analysis we see that the CR
model �full curves� gives a somewhat better prediction than

FIG. 5. �Color online� Percentage of total protein remaining in
supernatant phase as function of pH and ionic strength ��0

=0.1 vol %, �0=0.5, method II�. Theoretical curves based on the
CR model with �=13 �dashed curves �=12.5�.
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the CC model �dashed lines�. Thus, very tentatively, also this
set of experiments suggests that the protein molecules do
indeed charge regulate, and adjust their charge when moving
into and out of the dense phase.

Discussion of nonelectrostatic attractive force

Though the theory reasonably well describes the data of
protein phase separation, at least two problems remain. First
of all, the fact that different numerical values for � have to
be used throughout this work, as well as in Ref. �8�, and
secondly that the origin �of the temperature dependence� of
the attractive force is not very well known.

On the first point, it must be remarked that when we
jointly consider the various data sets in this paper together
with those in Ref. �8�, it is not possible to use a single value
for �, but different values need to be used for the different
experimental protocols �even when using the same method�.
For instance, the best-fit values for � are different in Figs. 3
and 4, while there is also a difference in the ��T�-curve �see
Fig. 6�b��, between the experiments in this paper �5 mM salt,
pH 5.0–6.0� and those in Ref. �8� �5–40 mM, pH 7.5�. This
shows that the theoretical model is certainly still insufficient
in describing the underlying forces in this system accurately.

To improve the model, and possibly to describe the tem-
perature dependence to some extent, one could consider the
following aspects. One cause for the influence of temperature
on the 2� stability is possibly a decrease in protein charge
with increasing temperature via an influence on the pK val-
ues. However, Schaller and Robertson �25� conclude from
their study on turkey ovomucoid third domain �a protein�
that “no significant changes in pKa were observed over the
25 °C temperature change employed¼ which leads us to
conclude that none of the apparent ionization enthalpies
�Hion exceeds 2 kcal/mol.” For sperm whale metmyoglobin,
Breslow and Gurd �26� find �Hion ranging from
2.5 kcal/mol for the carboxylic groups to 10.7 kcal/mol for
the amine groups. Using �pK/dT=−�Hion / �ln 10�RT2 �with
�Hion in J/mol and R the gas constant� �26,27� and using T
=300 K, we calculate that these values for �Hion result in a
pK decrease �13� of 0.15 to 0.65 over a 25 °C temperature
range �similar data for �Hion are in Ref. �28��. Indeed these
values are not very large and will not readily result in the
observed significant effect of temperature on complexation
behavior. Another effect of temperature on the electrostatic
interaction is via the permittivity � of water. However, �T,
which is the relevant parameter that shows up in the Debye
length, only varies very weakly with temperature �29� �3%
over 25 °C; thus � only changes by 1.5%�. A final sugges-
tion for an electrostatic origin of the attraction and its tem-
perature dependence is that due to the inhomogeneous charge
distribution over the surface of the protein molecules a dipo-
lar attraction develops with a positive patch on one molecule
orienting toward a negative patch on the next. At higher tem-
perature, with increasing thermal energy, the tendency of the
protein molecules to diffuse and rotate increases �a larger
force would be necessary to keep them locked in, without
rotating�, and therefore the dipolar attraction might be sig-
nificantly reduced. At this point we have no means to quan-
tify the strength of a possible dipolar attraction.

However, most probably the attractive term, and its tem-
perature dependence, “which can hardly be reconciled with a
purely electrostatic approach” �30� have a chemical origin
related to nonelectrostatic �solvation, hydrophobic� interac-
tions. Chemical modification of proteins is a known method
to increase hydrophobicity, which is, e.g., used to compare
native and modified proteins in adsorption experiments
�31,32�. Our succinylated lysozyme is most likely more hy-
drophobic than �native� lysozyme, resulting in increased hy-
drophobic interactions. Possibly also a nonelectrostatic effect
related to �solvation of� the small ions can contribute to this
attractive term �33�. We have attempted in the present work
to separate out the mean-field electrostatic forces and volume

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Clarification temperature as function
of pH and total protein concentration, �0 ��0=0.5; csalt=5 mM�.
Solid lines show calculation results for the charge regulation, CR,
model and dashed lines for a fixed protein charge �CC model�. �b�
��T� correlation for the CC �crosses� and CR models �squares�.
Also shown �dashed line� is the ��T� correlation from Ref. �8�.
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and entropy effects from this attractive protein-protein inter-
action “�of which� the molecular origins are poorly under-
stood” �33� and to empirically quantify its strength and tem-
perature dependence.

CONCLUSIONS

Mixtures of lysozyme and succinylated lysozyme phase
separate under suitable conditions: low ionic strength, low
temperature, symmetric mixing ratio, high protein concentra-
tion, and pH near to conditions when they both have high,
opposite, charge, thus ideally around pH 7.5. Moving away
from optimal conditions, fewer and fewer molecules remain
in the complex phase, and ultimately phase separation
ceases. A thermodynamical model based on a heterogeneous
cell model for the electrostatic interactions describes the ex-
perimental data well, also at asymmetric charge ratios.

A theoretical model that includes charge regulation gives
a somewhat better fit to the data than in case a fixed charge is

assumed, which suggests that the protonation reactions that
determine the charge of a protein molecule are sufficiently
fast compared to the rate of protein exchange between super-
natant and complex phase. For ionic strengths below 2 mM
and at protein concentrations of 0.1 vol% ��1 g/ l� a con-
stant background ionic strength �given by the amount of
added salt� can no longer be assumed, but instead we must
consider that the number of cations and anions in the system
is fixed, as well as that the dialyzed and dried protein
samples contain a small number of cations ��2 per protein
molecule�. A temperature-dependent nonelectrostatic attrac-
tive term is required to bring the model into quantitative
agreement with the data.
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